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Cool Logistics Africa returns to Cape Town for the 3rd year in 2014 under the headline theme “Integrating global and regional 
perishable supply chains.” The March 4-6 event includes a 2-day business conference and 1-day practical workshop on 
technical and operations issues. 

Recently appointed Managing Director, CMA-CGM / DELMAS South Africa, Estève Servajean will discuss new shipping solutions 
for the increasingly hard-pressed global fruit and perishable produce shipper communities.  Before being appointed to his new 
role, Estève successfully set up a liner service dedicated to fresh produce, linking Morocco and Europe. He also headed up 
CMA-CGM’s regional office in Sao Paulo [Brazil]. 

With citrus shippers facing a possible extended EU ban due to the fungal disease citrus black spot, plus fears by indigenous 
South African and Ghanaian poultry producers opposing ‘cheap imports’, perishable logistics service providers will seek to avoid 
getting caught up in the middle of trade disputes. As the Southern African fruit sector tries to reduce its exposure to the risks 
of saturated European markets, the prospect of extending trade routes between emerging economies, dubbed ‘Intra-BRICs’ 
traffic, should be greeted with considerable interest. Producers and exporters will be keen to harness new market potential in 
the Middle East, India and the Far East. 

The total reefer market in South Africa grew 12% in 2013 compared with the previous year. Of this, citrus fruit almost 
accounted half at 100,000 TEU. Apples were the next biggest export commodity. Other key produce includes pears, grapes 
avocadoes and stone fruit. The remainder consists of some fish trade and quite significant frozen poultry imports from Brazil. 
However, the main reason for market growth was not increasing citrus exports but rather progressive conversion from 
conventional shipping to container shipping.

With the impending start of refurbishment work on 2-container quays in Durban, there are currently hopes that there will be a 
renewed drive to develop the Maputo Corridor. This will benefit in particular growers and exporters in Gauteng and the 
Mpumalanga region. However, observers point out that for a long-term shift towards exporting fruit from South Africa via less 
congested Mozambique, ports such Maputo and Nacala will have to become more reliable. [All About Shipping 05/02/14]

The full programme can be viewed at www.coollogisticsafrica.com

CMA CGM / DELMAS joins the South African Agricultural Business Chamber and 
Transnet National Ports Authority as keynote speaker at 3rd Cool Logistics 
Africa conference this March, as perishable shippers seek to overcome 
mounting trade barriers.
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GENERAL

Cameroon Seeks To Create First Commodities Exchange In French-Speaking Africa
Cameroonian Minister of Trade, Luc Magloire Mbarga Atangana and the Executive Director of the International Cocoa Organisation 
[ICCO], Jean Marc Anga, signed an agreement on Feb. 17 to finance the feasibility study on the creation of an agricultural 
commodities exchange in Cameroon. According to the agreement the project, a major first in French-speaking Africa, will cost 50 
million FCFA for 6 months. The study is to be conducted by the Eleni LLC which put in place Addis Ababa’s commodities exchange 
in Ethiopia. The Cameroon Commodities Exchange will enable the modernisation of the sale of agricultural commodities through 
market and pricing transparency as well as the lowering costs which all contribute to improving the producers’ revenue. 
[Business In Cameroon 19/02/14]

Liberia Submits Bill to Standardize Commodities
Lofa County District has submitted a bill calling for the establishment of the Liberia National Standard Authority [LNSA] as an 
autonomous agency to ensure the quality and reliability of goods and services received on the Liberian market and released to the 
outside world. The presentation of the bill came in the wake of consultations with various Ministries and heads of business 
organizations. [Heritage 28/01/14]
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Dole Fresh Fruit Europe has entered a long-term partnership with Mozambique-based Matanuska Africa 
Limited. The deal means Dole will assume all sales operations and be the sole distributor for Matanuska’s 
bananas in Africa, Europe and the Middle East, while also providing logistical assistance and technical 
support in farming operations. Matanuska, which is a subsidiary of the Rift Valley Corporation, currently 
grows the fruit on 1,400 ha of land in northern Mozambique, 100km from the port of Nacala. The tie in 
with Dole Fresh Fruit Europe will allow Matanuska to develop a better product as well as provide Matanuska 
access to industry expertise to increase its banana production to 7-8 million boxes by the end of 2016. 
[Fresh Fruit Portal 30/01/14]

Dole Announces 
Mozambique Partnership

BANANA & 
PLANTAIN 
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COTE D’IVOIRE

Cashew Campaign Opens
The Ivorian Government officially opened the cashew 2014 campaign on 17/02/14. Current price stands at 225 FCFA/kg. The 
reform of the cashew nut production chain is one of the main concerns of the Cotton and Cashew Council [CCA]. Particularly as a 
kilogram of cashew nuts sells in Ghana at around 500 FCFA against 225 FCFA in Côte d'Ivoire. So this year the CCA have 
established a floor price to stabilise the purchase of the nuts in the hopes to stop the flow of domestic production in the direction 
of Ghana. Ivorian cashew nut generates 170 billion FCFA of export earnings. [Ecofin 17/02/14]

GAMBIA 

Groundnut Buying in Full Gear / Price Disappointment
Groundnut buying has started in most of the groundnut buying points [seccos] in the Upper River Region [URR] since January 
2014, but farmers expressed their disappointment over prices offered. A kilo of groundnut fetches D 15.25 a ton.
[FOROYYA 29/01/14]
 
GHANA

Cashew Association Pleads For Government Intervention
With the cashew season drawing closer, cashew processors and buyers who import the raw material from Côte d’Ivoire say they 
are confronting hard times due to the Ivorian authorities’ ban on movement of the commodity through the land borders. 
Currently, Ghana produces about 50,000 tons of cashews per year which was far less than the industry’s demand of about 
200-400,000 MT per year. As such, industries in Ghana depended on producers in Cote d’Ivoire to supplement the industry’s 
demand for processing and export. 

But shipment is now the only approved route for buyers importing the commodity from Côte d’Ivoire. Imports can only be done 
through the sea ports of Abidjan or San Pedro This is a major source of worry for the buyers, who have described the ban as 
unfriendly. All 12 cashew-processing plants in the country with over 27,000 MT processing capacity are located in the Brong 
Ahafo Region. The region is located near the border and far from the port. The buying companies also have their depots situated 
there. Complying with the ban will therefore raise production costs due to additional transportation costs.
 
Early next year, the largest processor in Brazil will open its 35,000mt plant, bringing the total processing capacity to more than 
60,000MT This means installed processing capacity will exceed the current production levels of Raw Cashew Nuts [RCN] in 
Ghana which stands between 40-50,000MT.

The Ivorian government imposed the ban in 2013 to improve monitoring the trade and help it maximise tax revenue from export 
of the commodity. Unhappy with the situation, the Ghana Cashew Industry Association has petitioned government through the 
Trade and Industry Minister, Haruna Iddrisu, for intervention to mitigate hardship the ban will cause. The association wants the 
Ivorian government to allow at least 100,000 MT to be imported through the border and has proposed the establishment of a 
trading post along the border, where the Ivorian government can collect whatever duties are due it rather than maintain the ban. 

It is not clear what might have necessitated the ban but some analysts have described it as a retaliatory measure by the 
government of Cote d’Ivoire. Ghana earlier had stopped the importation of rice through the borders, limiting such imports from 
Cote d’Ivoire through the ports of Tema and Takoradi to check smuggling among other things. Ghana had since lifted the ban 
and it was expected that Cote d’Ivoire would reciprocate the gesture to open up the borders for the cashew importers to explore 
instead of the ports which was becoming too expensive. [Ghanaweb 04/02/14]

ZAMBIA

Cashew Nut Production Growth 
According to the Association of Cashew Growers in Zambia the country reported a 100% annual production growth of cashew 
nuts increasing to 130,000 tons pa. Meanwhile local consumption has gone up to 50,000 tons. The cashew nut, which is mainly 
farmed in the west of Zambia, has great potential. However the rise is held back by the weak level of productivity from small 
scale producers, who are numerous and isolated in rural regions. This is a constraint for the trades people and the processing 
industry who must meet high transaction costs to maintain their own procurement arrangements, transport and stocking. 
Cashew nut farming is also held back by the lack of quality standards, this undermines the consumers trust in locally farmed 
cashew nuts with competition from imported ones. [Fresh Plaza 14/02/14]

CASHEW & 
GROUNDNUT
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Transforming Cassava in Africa - Cassava World Africa Summit
CassavaWorld Africa Summit on 20-21 March 2014 in Lusaka, Zambia brings together leading experts in the cassava value chain 
to share first hand insight on the opportunities, challenges and experiences in developing the cassava value chain in Africa! A 
new phase in cassava production is emerging in Africa. Cassava is, next to maize, Africa’s most important staple crop. Its high 
nutritional value, starch content and resilience to climate change makes it one of the most versatile crops. Governments have 
finally realized the huge potential of the plant as a driver of rural development. Nigeria is taking the lead to commercialize 
cassava & adding value to cash in on this “wonder” crops! Other African countries are realizing the potential and working 
towards monetizing the cassava value chain, with priority to meet its food security needs. 

NIGERIA

Government Releases US$60 Million Cassava Bread Fund
Nigeria's government has released US$60.8m intervention fund for cassava bread production, in fulfilment of the promise it 
made last year. The Nigeria Cassava Growers Association [NCGA] agreed to access the fund for the incoming rainy season. 
Nigeria is the largest grower of cassava in the world, but the full potential of the commodity has not been fully utilised. Cassava 
can be used to generate other by-products like starch, cosmetic and pharmaceutical materials, cake, bread and chips. Last year, 
the Nigerian government promised an intervention fund for the farmers to promote the use of cassava, instead of wheat, for the 
production of bread. Nigeria currently spends millions of dollars annually to import wheat. [African Manager 31/01/14]

Kabba/Bunu Acquires 750 Hectares For Cassava Farming
Kabba/Bunu local government has acquired 750-ha of farmland for the cultivation of cassava, which will be used as inputs for 
the proposed cassava-based starch and sweeteners facility to be constructed by Cargill Corporation in the area. It also 
embarked on registration of farmers for micro credit under the Growth Enhancement Scheme [GES] and trained youths with a 
view to enabling them to acquire skills under the Staple Crop Processing Zone [SCPZs] initiative. N100 million has been 
committed to agricultural development programmes at Ayangan Farms, Obelle Farms and Oke Ibukun Farms. 
[Nigerian Tribune 04/02/14]

SWAZILAND

Standard Bank, Nedbank Interested In Financing Cassava Production
Standard Bank and Nedbank Swaziland have shown keen interest in financing cassava production in Swaiziland. The 74ha 
targeted area is land under the Lower Usuthu Smallholder Irrigation Project [LUSIP]. Casquip will be targeted to buy the crop. 
[The Times 21/02/14]

CASSAVA
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Barry Callebaut Expands Cocoa-Sourcing Foothold In Africa
Barry Callebaut, has acquired the remaining 51% of Biolands Group, a certified cocoa bean supplier in Africa, in the latest effort 
to secure long-term bean supplies to meet rising demand. The deal comes as Barry Callebaut seeks to gain access to individual 
farmers in addition to cooperatives. In Biolands, Callebaut gets full control of a certified organic bean Sierra Leone and Ivory 
Coast, the world's biggest cocoa growing region. Callebaut first invested in the company in 2008 and has been buying all its 
certified beans since 2000. The news underscores a push by chocolate makers to buy beans direct from source rather than rely 
only on merchants which have typically supplied the industry with beans. Competition for beans has intensified as the industry 
aims to source traceable and sustainable cocoa. The takeover follows a string of bigger deals for Callebaut, including its 
takeover of Petra Foods in December 2012, giving it a vast footprint in Asia where chocolate demand is growing. In 2013, the 
Zurich-based company acquired ASM Foods AB in Sweden and opened cocoa and chocolate factories in Indonesia, Turkey and 
Mexico. [Reuters 19/02/14]

Cocoa Falls As ICCO Sticks to Shortage Forecast
Cocoa fell from the highest level since 2011 after the International Cocoa Organization stuck to its shortage estimate for last 
season. ICCO showed inventories declined 310,000 MT to 1.51 million MT in the season ended Sept. 30. End-of-season 
stockpiles forecast stood at 1.672 million MT and the deficit forecast at 160,000 tons for 2012-13. The numbers may be revised 
at the end of next month. The fact that the ICCO decided to stick to its shortage forecast can explain the price decline. 

Bean deliveries to ports in Ivory Coast were estimated at 1.036 million MT from Oct. 1 to Jan. 26. That’s 22 % higher than the 
same period a year earlier and represent the biggest arrivals since at least the 2004-05 season. Farmers in Ivory Coast will 
probably reap 1.55 million MT of cocoa in 2013-14, up from 1.47 million MT a year earlier. The nation is currently harvesting its 
main crop and moisture is ensuring favourable development to the mid-crop. [Bloomberg 29/01/14]

Bigger Chocolate Appetite Boosting Cocoa Prices In 2014
Cocoa prices are seen hitting 3-year highs in 2014, adding to last year's impressive performance due to tight supplies and 
strong growth in demand for chocolate. World 2013/14 cocoa production is expected to fall around 100,000 MT short of demand 
following a 150,000 MT shortfall the previous year. Growing chocolate consumption was expected to accelerate cocoa demand 
growth to 3% in 2013/14, above a historical average of 2-2.5%. 

Global October-December cocoa grindings, an indicator of demand, were estimated to be up around 5% compared with the 
same period a year earlier. Cocoa was one of the best performing commodities in 2013, with prices rising around 20% to close 
the year at £1,727/t. Analysts predict Liffe prices reaching £1,900 by the end of 2014, although in the short term prices were 
expected to trade sideways, forecast at £1,750 by the end of Q1. A modest increase in production was expected in top grower 
Ivory Coast, with the 2013/14 crop pegged at 1.52 million tonnes. The second largest grower Ghana's crop was forecast at 
855,000 tonnes. For the previous season, the International Cocoa Organisation [ICCO] estimated Ivory Coast output at 1.45 
million tonnes and Ghana's crop at 835,000. 

With demand for chocolate gaining pace in developed markets as well as consumption in emerging markets, especially Asia 
continuing to be firm, the prospect of another supply deficit for the 2013/2014 crop year continues to be imminent, despite 
robust production. [Reuters 02/02/14]

Rainfall Dampens Cocoa Production
Huge rainfalls in Indonesia imperil this year’s crop. Indonesia is the 3rd largest producer of cocoa in the world, behind Ghana 
and the Ivory Coast, but its main growing region has collected unseasonable amounts of rain so far this year, with more than 
double the average rainfall for January falling already this month. Such vast amounts of precipitation increase the chances of 
the crop being adversely affected by disease. Heavy rains in 2013 already increased instances of the cocoa pod borer disease, 
causing the Indonesian Cocoa Association to warn of lower exports in 2014. The extra rainfall may delay the start of the 
harvesting season by as much as 2-months in Sulawesi Island, the main growing region, with the weather possibly interfering 
with the blossoming process. The quality of beans may also be harmed by overly wet conditions. [IG 30/01/14]

Small Producers Maintain Stable Production
Africa’s small producers Uganda, Togo, Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea are forecast to have stable production in 2013-14, 
although new investment to rehabilitate plantations in Sierra Leone and Liberia could significantly increase their output in 
subsequent seasons. [Bloomberg 20/02/14]
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CAMEROON

6-Year Project To Boost Production
The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development [MINADER] and the Development Fund for Cocoa and Coffee 
[FODECC] have reached an agreement to launch a 6-year support project for quality and quantity production of cocoa 
and coffee. MINADER and FODECC signed a FCFA 1-billion accord to kick-start the FCFA 50 billion project expected to 
span 2014-2020. The FODECC funds will lay the groundwork for the project, promising his determination to mobilize 
other funds before the end of 2014 so that the project can be executed. The project consists of  training farmers, 
improving the treatment of farms and bringing in new technologies in the processing of the produce. It will also 
improve the functioning of cooperatives to improve product quality and quantity as well as revenue. The target is 
setting up cocoa and coffee processing plants in the country so that value could be added to the produce before 
export. [Cameroon Tribune 11/02/14]

Cocoa Exports To China Up 
Cameroon exported 2,605 tonnes of cocoa to China in 2013 a 113% increase on 2012. Cameroon provided 5.3% of 
China’s cocoa imports estimated at 48,943 tonnes, 45% more than the previous cocoa season. Imports are mainly 
from Ghana [22,000 MT], Indonesia [8,953 MTT], Côte d’Ivoire [7,331 MT] and Cameroon. Based on these statistics, 
China is a small customer for Cameroon, far behind the Netherlands – the destination for more than 70% of 
Cameroonian cocoa production. In the 2012-2013 cocoa season, 230,000 tonnes of cocoa were produced in 
Cameroon. [Commodafrica 06/02/14]

Ghana 
22,000 tonnes 

+89% 

Côte d’Ivoire 
7,331 tonnes 

+89% 

Cameroon 
48,943 tonnes 

+45% 

Indonesia 
8,953 tonnes 

+32% 
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COTE D’IVOIRE

Ivorian Cocoa Crop Seen by Ecobank Rising to 
Highest in 3 Years
Cocoa farmers will harvest the biggest crop in 3-years this 
season according to Ecobank Transnational [ETI] Inc. Output 
in the 2013-14 season started Oct. 1 will rise to 1.495 
million MT, the biggest since a record 1.51 million MT in 
2010-11. Production was 1.445 million MT in 2012-13. The 
impact of seasonal Harmattan winds has been limited. 

Bean deliveries to Ivory Coast ports are running ahead of 
last year’s as middlemen withheld cocoa from the 2012-13 
mid-crop to mix with beans from the current main crop to 
get higher prices. 

Ivory Coast paid farmers 50 CFAF/kg more for beans from 
the main harvest compared with last season’s mid-crop, 
according to Le Conseil du Cafe-Cacao, the regulator. Cocoa 
arrivals at ports in Ivory Coast were 14% higher at 1.08 million MT from the start of the season through Feb. 16. Those were 
the biggest deliveries since at least 2004-05. [Bloomberg 20/02/14]

Ivory Coast Mid-Crop On Par With Last Season
Ivory Coast's April-to-September mid-crop harvest should be roughly on par with last season, according to exporter forecasts, 
but months of dry weather and likely bean hoarding by merchants could cut into volumes delivered to ports. The nation has 
seen a bumper start to the 2013/14 season, with port arrivals reaching around 1,066,000 tonnes by February 9,  up from 
908,000 tonnes in the same period last season. However, bean deliveries are expected to plummet through March, erasing 
much of the current advance in volumes compared to last season. 

The development of cocoa to be harvested during the mid-crop appeared to be on track despite months of poor rainfall in main 
growing regions and a lack of pesticide use and chemical treatments by farmers. Mid-crop projections range from 350,000 to 
375,000 tonnes - more or less identical to last year's. Last season's mid-crop harvest reached 372,000 tonnes, according to the 
CCC marketing board.

Weather conditions aren't excellent with no significant rainfall in 2-3 months. Worries have been compounded by several weeks 
of very hot temperatures. Meanwhile cocoa futures in New York and London hit 2-1/2-year highs on worries that potential El 
Nino weather conditions could curb global output. Exporters are also concerned that a significant portion of the late mid-crop 
harvest will be stocked by merchants. The abnormally large volumes delivered to ports in the early months of this season are 
believed to have been ballooned by beans carried over from last season as merchants sought to take advantage of an 
anticipated increase in the government's price. [Business Recorder 16/02/14]

Hot, Dry Weather May Delay Ivorian Cocoa Mid-Crop Start
Hot and dry weather that persisted last week across most of Ivory Coast's main cocoa-growing regions threatens to delay the 
start of the April-to-September mid-crop, though conditions are improving in some areas. Ivory Coast is in its dry season, which 
runs from mid-November to March and generally features sporadic rainfall. 

Farmers say that plantations need one shower a week from January to late February to ensure good bean development and 
ward off a drop in quality in the first months of the mid-crop harvest. In the central western region of Daloa, responsible for a 
quarter of Ivory Coast's national output, farmers reported no rainfall for a fourth consecutive week. In the coastal region of San 
Pedro, farmers said it had not rained and the drought taking its toll on trees. Similar growing conditions were reported in the 
southern region of Divo.  In the western region of Soubre, an analyst reported 19mm of rain last week, up from none the 
previous week. [Business Recorder 06/02/14]

Cocoa Arrivals Up To 1.047 Million Tonnes
Cocoa arrivals at Ivorian ports reached around 1,047,000 MT by February 2, since the start of the season on October 2, up from 
879,000 MT in the same period of the previous season. Exporters estimated around 30,000 MT of beans were delivered 
between January 27 and February 2, down from 37,000 MT during the same period last year. [Public Ledger 04/02/14]

Saf Cacao Wants To Triple Cocoa Grind Capacity
Ivory Coast cocoa exporter Saf Cacao has launched plans to triple 
the grinding capacity of its local processing unit and will boost 
output to around 100,000 MT by the end of 2015. Ivory Coast is 
the leading grinder with processing capacity of around 512,000 
MT equivalent to more than 33% of its crop. [Public Ledger 04/02/14]

Ivory Coast Completes Cocoa Forward Sales For This 
Season
Ivory Coast has completed forward sales of its 2013/14 cocoa 
crop, auctioning off more than 1.45 million MT of beans in a 
reflection of the government's growing confidence in this season's 
output. The world's top cocoa grower abandoned a decade of 
sector liberalisation at the start of the 2012/13 season, selling 
forward its anticipated crop in order to guarantee a minimum 
price for farmers. [Public Ledger 29/01/14]
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GHANA

2015 Cocoa Certification On-Course
Ghana is on course to achieve the 2015 cocoa production certification standards stipulated by the World Cocoa Foundation. 
Global cocoa buyers are increasingly demanding traceable cocoa that is certified as grown in a sustainable manner. As a result, a 
lot of cocoa- producing countries are grabbing the opportunities therein. Cocoa certification demands that a farmer’s social, 
environmental and economic activities fall in line with best labour practices, in exchange for receiving a premium price on the 
produce. The standards will also push farmers to develop better drying and fermentation practices. Famer training, spearheaded 
by Cargill is being delivered in partnership with Ghana Cocoa Board; licenced cocoa-buying company Akuafo Adamfo, a 
subsidiary of the Finatrade Group of Companies; and Solidaridad West Africa, a not-for-profit organisation. [Ghanaweb 11/02/14]

Ghanaian Cocoa Purchases Seen At 624,000 MT 
Cocoa purchases declared to Ghana's industry regulator have reached 624,121 MT by January 16 since the start of the main crop 
on October 18, up 15.7% from the previous year according to Cocobod. The purchases covered the first 13 weeks of the season 
and exceeded the 539,247 MT declared in the same period last year. [Public Ledger 06/02/14]

Ghana to Expand Production of Organic Cocoa Beans
A 4-day training workshop for the promotion of organic cocoa production as opened at Bunso Cocoa College organised by Yayra 
Glover Limited [YGL], an organic cocoa buying company and Swiss Secretariat for Economic Affairs [SCECO], a Swiss 
Government Agency, in collaboration with the Ghana Cocoa Board. In the 2012/2013 cocoa season, Ghana exported 200 tons of 
organic cocoa beans whilst in 2013/2014 the figure rose to 300 tons. The aim is by the 2014/2015 cocoa season, due to the 
introduction of the pruning and clearing saw, productivity would reach 800 tons. [GNA 06/02/14]
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NIGERIA

Nigeria Targets 305,000MT Cocoa Output
Nigeria’s cocoa production should hit 305,000 MT by September 
the 2013/2014 season for the crop. Output will be the highest 
in the last 5-years. The increase was largely been due to 
improved disease-resistant seedlings. The new crop varieties 
supplied by government produce 1 1/2 t/ha each season 
compared with the older types which yield 1/2 ton. Nigeria is 
currently the 4th largest producer of cocoa in the world, behind 
Ivory Coast, Ghana and Indonesia. Plans are underway to boost 
cocoa production to 500,000MT by 2015 with strategies in place 
for the replacement of old cocoa trees and the provision of  
seedlings for nurseries. Several states such as Ondo, Ekiti, Edo, 
Cross River and parts of Abia now grow the crop. However 
Nigeria is producing less than half of what its neighbours are 
producing with Ivory Coast’s production above 1-million MT and 
Ghana’s at 900-950,000MT. The highest production before now 
was the 300,000MT achieved in the 1970/1971 season, when 
the country was number 2 in the world behind Brazil. Farm-gate 
prices for beans also increased 40% to N420,000/MT 
[US$2,592] as of Jan. 23, from N300,000 a year ago according to the Cocoa Association of Nigeria [CAN]. [Punch 03/02/14]

Daily Spot Price [ICCO]
These are the average of the quotations of the nearest three active futures trading months on NYSE Liffe Futures and Options 
and ICE Futures US at the time of London close.

Date  ICCO daily price 
[SDRs per tonne]  

ICCO daily price 
[US$ per tonne]  

London futures 
[£ sterling/tonne]  

NY futures 
[US$ per tonne]  

03-Feb 
04-Feb 
05-Feb 
06-Feb 
07-Feb 
10-Feb 
11-Feb 
12-Feb 
13-Feb 
14-Feb 
17-Feb 
18-Feb 
19-Feb 
20-Feb 
21-Feb 

1940.65 
1919.78 
1920.56 
1925.69 
1948.06 
1939.04 
1942.98 
1967.83 
1956.60 
1962.09 
1956.72 
1951.96 
1937.64 
1964.48 
1948.50 

2971.95 
2941.47 
2942.43 
2950.32 
2987.82 
2980.21 
2989.55 
3022.69 
3015.50 
3029.68 
3021.39 
3013.53 
2993.96 
3031.04 
3006.37 

1853.67 
1832.33 
1838.33 
1840.33 
1859.33 
1854.33 
1854.00 
1865.67 
1858.00 
1854.33 
1849.67 
1844.33 
1828.33 
1852.33 
1842.33 

2925.67 
2900.00 
2892.33 
2897.67 
2932.00 
2920.33 
2930.67 
2956.67 
2943.00 
2960.67 
2956.33 
2952.00 
2935.33 
2984.33 
2954.00 
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CAMEROON

CICC 750 Million FCFA Relief Plan For Sector
For 5-years, starting in 2014, the Inter-professional Cocoa and Coffee Council [CICC] will encourage coffee production by 
supporting producers at a cost of 150 million FCFA/p.a. or 750 million FCFA by the project’s completion. The announcement was 
made at the launch of the new coffee season. The operation aims to raise the sector after its production plummeted by more 
than 56% in 1-year. Between 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 seasons, national coffee production fell from 38,000 to 16,000, 
reaching a third of what it was in 1986 [140,000 tonnes]. Cameroon is now the world’s 30th producer. 

Coffee sector sources blame climate change, loss of interest among farmers, the marginalisation of coffee in terms of support 
and grants as well as aging plantations. The large coffee producer cooperatives are also blamed for taking most of the financing 
contributions that are not reinvested in production, but spent on the daily operational costs of these structures that are 
described as budget biters. [Business in Cameroon 30/01/14]

Cameroon Coffee On The Decline
According to the National Cocoa and Coffee Office [ONCC], coffee production plummeted by 56.78% in the 2012-2013 season 
producers harvesting only 16,142 tonnes compared to 38,127 tonnes a year earlier. Robusta coffee the variety that accounts for 
95% of Cameroonian production, reached 34,072 tonnes in the 2011-2012 season reached only 14,724 tonnes last year. 
However exports of Arabica coffee increased by 5.5%, rising from 2,392 to 2,523 tonnes. 

Production followed the same trend as exports, processing and the going producers’ purchase price. In processing, the 
downward trend is apparent, both for Arabica and Robusta coffee varieties. The ONCC acknowledges that 186 tonnes of Robusta 
coffee were processed in 2012-2013, compared to 200 tonnes the previous season. This marks a 14-tonne dip. At the same 
time, Arabica processing has climbed from 220 tonnes in 2011-2012 to 208 tonnes in the last season which is a comparable 
decline of 12 tonnes.

The average price of Arabica coffee was officially 2,043 FCFA/kg in 2011-2012, it has since dwindled by 1,000 FCfa over the last 
season when it reached only 1,405 FCFA last year.  The 2013-2014 season was launched on Jan.24. [Business in Cameroon 29/01/14]

2nd Festicoffee
According to the Inter-professional Coffee and Cocoa Council [CICC], the 2nd international festival for Cameroonian coffee, 
Festicoffee, will be held on May 29-31 in 4-cities – Yaoundé, Akonolinga, Belo and Santchou. These production zones will host 
discussions among coffee sector operators while the Cameroonian capital will be the backdrop for an exhibitory fair, talks with 
Robusta coffee researchers, a production forum and an awards ceremony. The General Assembly of the Agency for Robusta 
Coffee from Africa and Madagascar [ACRAM] will also be held. 

GENERAL

Global Coffee Output Seen Reaching 172 Million Bags in 2020
Global coffee production may climb to as much as 172 million bags in 2020 in response to increased demand – an expansion rate 
of 2.5% pa or may rise to 165 million bags at 2% growth. Growing demand in emerging markets and in producing countries is 
driving increased production. Emerging markets including Russia, China, South Korea, SE Asia and Brazil are boosting 
consumption, especially of soluble coffees.  Global production may reach 150.5 million bags in 2013-14 compared with 
consumption of 144 million bags, according to U.S. Department of Agriculture statistics. Arabica futures traded on ICE Futures in 
New York advanced 27% this year on concerns dry weather will damage the crop in Brazil, the leading producer of the beans. 
Robusta beans gained 7% on NYSE Liffe in London. [Bloomberg 14/02/14]

Arabica Coffee Extends Rally
Arabica coffee extended its bull-market advance as drought drains dams to a record low in Brazil, the world’s biggest grower and 
exporter. Dry weather is expected to persist in the southeast, the main growing region. Rains expected in March won’t be 
enough to fill reservoirs before the dry season starts in April. Brazil has had the hottest January ever and the least rain for the 
period in 20 years. Prices jumped 21% in 6-sessions, the biggest such advance since 2004. Coffee surged 24% in 2014, heading 
for the best start to a year since 1997 and making it the best performing commodity in the Standard & Poor’s GSCI gauge of 24 
raw materials. 

Arabica for March delivery jumped 1.1% to US$1.3745/lb on ICE Futures U.S. in New York on Feb.04 the most since November 
2004. In 2013, coffee fell 23%, the third straight drop and the longest slump since 1993, amid bumper crops in Brazil and 
Colombia, the 2nd-largest arabica grower. This year, global output will outpace demand for the 4th straight season. 
Robusta-coffee futures for May delivery climbed 1.9% to US$1,873 a ton in London, after touching US$1,883, the highest since 
Aug. 20. Vietnam is the leading producer of robusta beans. Farmers have halted selling as the country celebrates the Tet Lunar 
Year. Meanwhile Central American arabica plants have been damaged in the past 2-years by a crop disease called leaf rust. 
[Bloomberg 04/02/14]

COFFEE
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Kenya Coffee Prices Climb
Kenyan coffee prices rose to the highest this year with beans said to be good quality. The average price for all coffee sold at the 
auction Feb.18 climbed almost 11% to US$232.74 per bag from US$210.30 a week earlier. The benchmark AA rose 20% to 
$394.84 a bag. Sales rose 5.7% to 14,905 bags worth US$4.22m from 14,012 bags valued at US$3.6m previous week. 
Supplies at the auction rose 13% to 27,346 bags. [Bloomberg 19/02/14]

Feb 18 auction in US$/50-kg bag
Grade   Low  High    Average
AA 171     531    394.84
AB  151       370      234.02
C         132       233       188.52
E   244       244       244.00
HE        128       148     137.79
MH     122       133     125.77
ML       89         95         92.47
PB        181      378      265.02
SB        80         82       80.99
T          82         159      143.46
TT        136       225     188.31
UG        136       180       163.38
UG1     130      180       150.10
UG2      77        145       126.47

Ministry Offers To Solve Coffee Marketing Row
The Kenya Coffee@50 Forum has been held a month after a 
standoff involving county governments, marketers and millers, that 
led to the closure of the Nairobi Coffee Exchange [NCE]. The 
Government was open for discussions on how to resolve the 
standoff. Last year, county governments initiated plans to mill 
coffee produced within their jurisdiction at a central point and 
vowed to market the output as one lot. The devolved governments 
consequently cancelled contracts with the coffee marketers and 
millers signed with bulk of farmers. Officials from the Coffee Board 
of Kenya [CBK] located in counties were barred from issuing 
permits to coffee societies to deliver their coffee to marketers 
outside the counties. 

The Government is determined to ensure the coffee value chain is 
operated efficiently and all the players benefit. The coffee auction 
is back to normal. However the sector is facing challenges, key 
among them being volatile markets, high cost of production, 
erratic weather, low levels of value addition and continued bulk 
exports. The Government will continue with further reforms and 
interventions in the industry to enhance the value of the produce. 
[Standard Digital 12/02/14]

2013/14 Coffee Export Earnings To Fall On Global Prices
Kenya expects its coffee export earnings to dip by 3% in the 
2013/14 [Oct-Sept] season, mainly weighed down by low global 
prices. Kenya is a relatively small coffee grower compared with 
other producers, but its speciality coffee is known for its quality 
and is much in demand from roasters who blend it with coffees 
from other nations. The Coffee Board of Kenya expected earnings 
of US$208.45m at a price of US$210/50kg bag. The economy 
earned US$214.24m from exports of the commodity in 2012/13, 
down from a revised US$27.1 billion a year earlier. 

Kenya has over the past year witnessed an overall decline in the 
value of its coffee, a trend blamed on quality concerns and 
improved crop supply in the global market. Coffee exports were at 
one time Kenya's leading foreign exchange earner, but 
mismanagement in the sector reduced output from a record 
130,000 tonnes in 1987/88. 

Many small-scale coffee farmers disillusioned by poor earnings 
turned to other crops or sold land for real estate. The average 
prices decreased from US$220/50-kg bag in 2012 to an average of 
US$166 in 2013. The quality of delivered coffee also continued to 
decline due to poor crop husbandry at the farm level. Coffee prices 
may continue to be depressed due to the global production glut. A 
surplus from top grower Brazil after 2-successive bumper crops 
helped drag down coffee prices over the past year. Projections by 
the regulator showed Kenya is expected to produce 50,000 tonnes 
of coffee in 2013/14 up from 39,825 tonnes the previous season, 
buoyed by improved weather, better crop husbandry and bigger 
investment by farmers. [Reuters 05/02/14]
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Tanzania, Africa’s 4th-biggest coffee producer, may boost output by as much as 40% in the 2014-15 season due to a high-yield 
crop cycle and as rains benefit trees in the main growing regions. Output in the marketing season starting July 1 through June 
2015 may climb to 67,000MT from the provisional forecast of 48,000 MT for 2013-14 according to the Tanzania Coffee Board 
[TCB].  Tanzania, which produces both arabica and robusta in almost equal amounts, consumes 7% of the annual crop, and 
ships the rest to mainly the U.S., Japan and Germany. At least 60% of the exports go through an auction, while the rest are 
direct sales. Surveys from growing regions point to a good crop because of the high-crop cycle and enough rains in the main 
western and southern regions. Tanzania’s coffee seasons alternate between those with high and low yields. Tanzania reaped 
70,500MT in 2012-13, the biggest crop in more than 50 years, because of ongoing acreage expansion, a high-crop cycle and 
weather. The country plans to raise the volume to 80,000MT by 2016 due to the expansion program. Coffee is the nation’s 
2nd-biggest agricultural commodity foreign exchange earner after tobacco, and fetched US$181m in 2012-13. [Bloomberg 13/02/14]

Tanzania 2014-15 Coffee Output 
Seen by Board Rising 40% 
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UGANDA

Uganda Sees Coffee Exports Extending 14-Year High
Uganda, Africa’s biggest shipper of robusta coffee, may extend a 14-year high for exports as trees planted over the last 3-years 
begin to produce beans. Shipments from Oct. 1 through September may rise to 3.6 million 60-kg bags, from 3.58 million bags 
in 2012-13 according to the Uganda Coffee Development Authority [UCDA], the industry regulator. Last season’s shipment was 
the most since 1998-99. Uganda has been planting an average of 15 million trees for the last 3-years. 

Uganda mainly ships beans to the European Union, the U.S., Sudan, Switzerland, India, Singapore and Russia. Robusta accounts 
for at least 75% of the country’s beans, while the rest is the arabica variety. The new forecast is a revision of UCDA’s October 
projection of 3.2 million bags. Exports climbed to a 6-month high in January to 391,514 bags, compared with 345,114 bags a 
year earlier and 257,976 bags in December. Shipments from Oct. 1 through January rose 13% to 1.12 million bags worth 
US$113.79 million, from 990,715 bags valued at US$125.49 million previously. Production this season may reach 4 million bags. 
Robusta coffee for May delivery rose 7.6 % in January on NYSE Liffe in London. January’s shipments were the highest since July 
and surpassed an earlier forecast for 280,000 bags and December’s 257,976 bags. The beans fetched US$38.88m in January 
compared with US$42.56m a year earlier. 

The country, the continent’s 2nd-biggest coffee producer after Ethiopia, consumes about 3% of its annual crop. Uganda may 
boost annual output to 4.5 million bags by 2018 as it plants at least 100 million trees annually for 3-years from 2015. 
[Bloomberg 14/02/14]

Dwindling International Arabica Coffee Prices Push Farmers To Cocoa
International Arabica coffee prices continue to fall. At the peak in 2011 prices of premium parchment traded at US$4/kg. The 
steady decline to US$2.5/kg the subsequent year and US$1.5 at present sees farmers annual coffee earnings plunge. To cope 
farmers are gradually diversifying into cocoa which fetches more money. In Uganda cocoa is mainly grown in the districts of 
Bundibugyo, Mukono, Kayunga, Jinja, Iganga, Mayuge, Buikwe and Masindi. In 2012, Uganda produced 17,000 tons of cocoa 
beans that fetched US$50m. Esco Uganda, a local cocoa export firm, purchases most of the cocoa beans produced locally at 
US$2.5/kg. [Xinhua 03/02/14]

Government To Multiply Number Of Coffee Trees, Productivity
The Minister of Agriculture, Tress Bucyanayandi, noted that 65 out of the 112 districts were potentially profitable coffee growers. 
The government plans to double national production from 3.5-6 million 60-kg bags of coffee p.a. A meeting was held with the 
Uganda Coffee Development Authority, UGACOF Ltd, Sucafina and D.E Master Blenders to that effect. 

In the early 1990’s, Uganda coffee was hit hard by the wilt disease which killed about 40 percent of the country’s trees. Due to 
inadequate research, extension and availability of resistant plant materials, the disease is still prevalent, greatly reducing 
productivity of coffee farms. Coffee is an important export product for Uganda, representing about 11% of the total value of 
exports. [New Vision 18/02/14]
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CAMEROON

Cameroon’s Exports To China Decreased By 7.3% In 2013
In 2013 Cameroon exported 66,000 tonnes of coffee, a 7.3% downturn relative to 2012. Exports however represent 32% of 
Cameroon’s GDP as Société de Développement du Coton [Sodecoton] announced 210,000 tonnes as its overall production for 
the last cotton season. But despite this dip in cotton exports to China, Cameroon is still the Asian country’s number two cotton 
supplier after Burkina-Faso which also experienced a 2.4% decline in exports to China in 2013, amounting to 95,000 tonnes. 
Nevertheless, Burkina-Faso and Cameroon are still poised to soar among China’s cotton suppliers as other countries such as Mali 
[-50%], Benin [-25%], Zambia [-37%] and Egypt [-26%] saw their cotton exports plummet in 2013. China represents 60% of 
the global cotton market. Sodecoton has set a target of producing 240,000 tons of cotton in 2014 planning quick purchase of 
cotton produce from farmers in order to restrain them from selling their produce in Nigeria. [Business in Cameroon 04/02/14]

TANZANIA

Contract Farming To Boost Cotton Production
The national policy on contract farming gives cotton buying rights only to ginning companies that invest in cotton by providing 
inputs, pesticides and certified seeds to farmers. Companies that don't embark in contract farming will not be allowed to buy 
cotton next season. Meanwhile the Tanzania Cotton Growers Association [TACOGA] is waging a campaign against contract 
farming. 

The Tanzania Cotton Board [TCB] noted there was a stock of 1,500,000kg of pesticides ready for this season compared to 
1,400,000kg used in 2012/13 season. Ginning companies who distribute seeds and pesticides include KCCL, Kahama Oil Mill 
[KOM], Fresho Company Limited and NIDA Textiles. [Daily News 12/02/14]

COTTON, 
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CAMEROON

Cameroon To Produce 100,000 Tons Of Fish Through Aquaculture
According to Cameroonian Minister of Fisheries, Dr. Taïga, Cameroon aims to produce about 100,000 tons of fish a year, 
thanks to the development of aquaculture. The Government is to launch construction projects across the country. The first 
unit of this type will be inaugurated in Meyomessala, in the south. It is expected to produce about 17 tonnes of fish. Of 
the176,000 tons of fish produced each year only 1,000 tons comes from aquaculture whilst import expenditure hits 100 
billion FCFA to cover production deficit with imports estimated at 230,000 tons. [Ecofin 17/02/14]

MAURITIUS

Mauritius / EU Sign MOU On Fishing
Mauritius will collect MUR40 million p.a. over the next 3-years under a new MOU with the European Union. The agreement 
allows 30 Spanish vessels to exercise activities in the Exclusive Economic Zone [EEZ] and to provide the islands first tuna 
processor to export production to Europe. Each boat may fish up to 5,500 tonnes of tuna in Mauritian waters. Seafood 
annually generate MUR14 billion for the country. Mauritius joins Madagascar, Mozambique, Seychelles and the Comoros, 
which have fishing agreements with the Union European. [Ecofin 13/02/14]

FISH

FOODSTUFFS
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African Chicken Imports Rise
Chicken meat imports into Africa are forecast to rise as the increase in domestic production fails to keep pace with growing 
demand. Over the next decade, imports of poultry meat  is expected to grow at 3.4% p.a. Africa/Middle East region will likely 
account for 64% of the rise in world poultry imports. Since 2000, shipments to this region have increased nearly 5-fold to a 
record high of 1.25 million tonnes in 2011. Back in 2000, Africa’s imports represented almost 4% of world exports but by 2011, 
this figure had expanded to 10%. 

The leading importers in 2011 were South Africa [300,000 tonnes], Angola [287,000 tonnes], Ghana [155,000 tonnes], Benin 
[104,000 tonnes] and the Congo [79,000 tonnes]. USDA estimates for 2013 indicate that South Africa may purchase almost 
400,000 tonnes of chicken meat, Angola 330,000 tonnes, Ghana 172,000 tonnes, Benin 125,000 tonnes and the Congo 
100,000 tonnes. Interestingly, since 2009, Benin has become involved in the export business shipping up to some 42,000 
tonnes a year although much of this could be just passing through the country on the way to its final destination.

CASESTUDY: South Africa 
Despite South Africa’s imports having escalated dramatically since 2008, domestic production has managed to expand, the 
growth over the period 2002 to 2012 averaging at 3.4% p.a. Total poultry meat imports in 2012 exceeded 404,000 tonnes or 
15% more than in 2011. Chicken meat imports at 371,000 tonnes with an increase of 14% accounted for almost 92% of the 
poultry meat total. South Africa’s chicken meat imports represented 20% of total market supplies in that year. Almost 52% of 
South Africa’s chicken imports came from Brazil, the quantity being greatly influenced by exchange rate dynamics. Other major 
suppliers were the Netherlands [15%], Argentina [7.7%], United Kingdom [6.8%] and Germany [6.1%]. Taken as a unit, 
European Union member countries accounted for 34% of South Africa’s chicken meat imports. Of total imports, 44% were 
frozen bone-in portions some 70% of which came from EU countries. This represents an increase of almost 29% on the year. 
The Netherlands was the leading supplier [31.8%] followed by Brazil [22.2%]. Mechanically deboned meat [MDM] accounted 
for 35.4% of total imports [up 7%], with Brazil supplying 
almost 93% and Argentina 4%. It is anticipated that South 
Africa’s chicken imports will come close to 400,000 tonnes in 
2013.

At the end of September 2013, South Africa raised the tariffs 
on 5-categories of imported chicken products but because of 
a free trade agreement between the EU and South Africa, the 
increases will only hit those suppliers from outside the EU. 
South African producers claim that most of the problems in 
the local market stem from imports of EU products and SAPA 
has applied to the International Trade Commission for the use 
of the safeguard measures provided for in the EU-South Africa 
agreement to deal with what the Association claims is 
dumping.

Leading chicken meat importers in Africa [000 tonnes] [USDA]
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CAMEROON

Rice Processing Capacity To Increase
Rice production company Semry is to acquire 2-processing units with 
a capacity of 10 tons per hour each. Semry will be able to produce 
between 70-80,000 tons or 70-80% of all rice production in 
Cameroon. Due to the lack of processing units, nearly 90% of 
Semry’s production is exported in the form of rice paddy [non husked 
rice] to Nigeria. [Ecofin 14/02/114]

COTE D’IVOIRE

FCFA 75.4 Billion To Support Agriculture 
The Ivorian Ministry of Agriculture is to generate FCFA75.4 billion to 
target over 120,000 producers of cocoa, rubber, oil palm, cotton and 
cashew crops. The agreement binds the Coffee and Cocoa Council, 
APROMAC [Association of Natural Rubber Professionals] and the AIPH 
[Association of Palm Oil] as part of the ‘Projet d'Appui au Secteur 
Agricole’ [PSAC] a component of the National Programme of 
Agricultural Investment [NIPA]. The International Development 
Association [IDA] will investing 25 billion FCFA and the French 
Development Agency [AFD] 18.2 billion FCFA. The Ivorian State will 
inject 7.875 billion FCFA in funding. [Ecofin 15/02/14]

NIGERIA 

US$33M Fund Dedicated To Nigerian Agribusiness
The private equity firm, Sahel Capital, has launched a US$33m 
investment fund dedicated to agribusiness in Nigeria. It aims to 
increase the fund to US$100m by late 2014. The fund will take stakes 
in Nigerian companies operating in the agro-industrial sector, with 
particular emphasis on small and medium-sized enterprises [SMEs], 
for an average duration of 10 years. Nigeria enjoys enormous 
agricultural potential which remains largely under-exploited with 
fertile lands lending themselves very well to cultures such as 
groundnuts, oil palm, cassava or rice. However the economy remains 
largely dominated by the oil and gas sector accounting for 40% of 
GDP and more than 97% of exports. [Ecofin 14/02/14]

Rice, Cassava Farming; Ogun Signs MoU
The Ogun Government has signed a MoU with Malaysia’s Ministry of 
Agriculture and Development Institute [MARDI] for development of 
paddy rice and cassava for ethanol production. The agreement covers 
training of farmers and research activities by MARDI. [Nigerian Observer 
18/02/014]

Government Targets Rice Export From 2017
Nigeria wants to be a net exporter of rice by 2017 and is extending 
its milling capacity across the country by some 300% as part of the 
Agricultural Transformation Agenda [ATA].  Dangote's US$300m 
investment to produce rice locally is a welcome development as part 
of that project. Meanwhile the dry season farm support programme 
was launched so that not only was the country producing during rainy 
season but also in the dry season. In 2012 dry season, Nigerian 
farmers produced a record of 1.1 million MT of rice, about 37% of all 
the rice that it needs to be self-sufficient. The expectation this year is 
to produce 2.1 million MT of rice in the dry season. 
[This Day 10/02/14]

SENEGAL

BOAD ready SATREC 4 billion CFA francs for imports of 
milk powder
The West African Development Bank [BOAD] and local banking sector 
will finance Senegalese imports of milk powder to the tune of 4 billion 
CFAF. SATREC, a reference in the dairy sector in Senegal, will process 
and repackage the powder. Previously in 2003, the BOAD lent 
SATREC 2.4 billion CFAF to part-finance the establishment of a milk 
sterilization unit for the production of butter and margarine. [Ecofin 
12/02/14]

Rice Production Up To 900,000 Tonnes
Senegal wants to produce 900,000 tonnes of paddy rice during the 
2014-2015 crop year. A 74 billion FCFA program will be implemented 
with28 billion FCFA already mobilized. [Ecofin 13/02/14]  
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GENERAL

Global Vegetable Oil Supplies Drop
Palm oil advanced to the highest level in 2-weeks on speculation that dry weather in Brazil may reduce soybean output in the 
world’s biggest exporter, trimming global vegetable oil supplies. An unusually strong hot, dry weather pattern will increase 
stress on maturing soybeans in Brazil, while above-normal rain in Argentina may cause flooding. Soybeans are crushed to yield 
an alternative to palm oil, produced mostly in Indonesia and Malaysia. [Bloomberg 07/02/14]

Food Giant Kellogg Pledges to Trace Palm Oil Supplies
Kellogg has pledged to work with suppliers to make sure the palm oil it uses in its products comes from plantations that uphold 
its commitment to protect forests. Kellogg will require all global palm oil suppliers to trace palm oil to independently verified 
plantations, and comply with the principles of the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil [RSPO] by the end of 2015, or be working 
to close any gaps identified in their plans by then. [Alertnet 17/02/14]

COTE D’IVOIRE

DekelOil - West Africa's Largest Crude Palm Oil [CPO] Extraction Mill
DekelOil has moved a step closer to becoming a major West African palm oil company with the start of commercial production 
from the crude palm oil [CPO] extraction mill in the Ivory Coast. The mill is expected to produce 70,000t p.a. at full capacity, 
making it one of West Africa's largest. It will enable DekelOil to take advantage of growing demand for the oil, particularly in 
China, India, and the Middle East. DekelOil, which owns 51% of the project, received an advanced payment of €610,000 l under 
an off-take agreement with local palm oil refiner, Societe Africaine de Raffinerie. The refiner will pay a total of €915,000 for the 
delivery of 24,000t p.a. of CPO from the mill. DekelOil has said it is also in talks with other potential partners. Production 
capability from the mill is set to increase this month, to cope with the peak harvesting season in the Ivory Coast which is due to 
start in March, and to continue to expand in 2015. The mill, whose construction was led by the experienced Malaysian firm 
Modipalm & Boilermech in a turnkey contract, came in on budget and ahead of schedule. [Proactive Investors 19/02/14]

NIGERIA

High Finance, Operating Costs Slow Oil Palm Companies Profits
Listed oil palm companies operating in Nigeria have had their profits crimped as a result of international price volatility and 
mounting operational expenses. Downward trends in harvests as a result of floods, or insect attacks on farms could affect sales; 
furthermore, these companies may have borrowed money to finance huge expansion, thus paying interest, thereby slowing 
profits. Volatility in the price of palm oil in the international level, coupled with dearth of seedlings for planting is another major 
reason for the decline in operational performance.

Okomu Oil’s profit for the 9-months through September 2013 dipped by 57%. Sales fell by 15%. Presco’s profit ifor same period 
shrank by 11 %. Sales declined 6 %. Both blamed decline in the price of palm oil traded in Malaysia since the start of 2013. 
Meanwhile Okomu is planning on building the biggest oil mill in Africa, with a view to strengthening its leadership in the oil palm 
and rubber industries on the African continent. And Presco is planting 1,500 ha in 2014 targeting 20,000 ha by 2020. It already 
has 11,760 ha planted. Presco doubled processing capacity at its palm-oil mill to 70 MT/hr last year and is expanding its 
refinery to 300t a day from 100t. 

The domestic palm oil produced by Nigeria totaled 850,000 MT in 2012. This figure represents 1.7% of the total world 
production of 50.20m MT [excluding palm kernel oil] 2012-2013. Analysts have called for more private sector participation in 
the sector as the country’s global ranking dwindles. Nigeria now ranks 26th in the world production of palm oil and hardly 
satisfies domestic demand. Nigeria plans to increase oil palm production by distributing 13.5 million oil palm nuts to farmers. 
The goal is to support the production of a total of 240,000 ha of oil palm in the next 3-years by small local farmers and estates. 
Palm oil prices could hit a more than 1-year high at US$930/t by March 2014, rising faster than previously expected on strong 
demand from the biofuel industry. [Business Day 07/02/14]
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Siat’s Presco Turns to Nigerian 
Rubber as Palm Oil Tumbles
Siat NV, a Belgian palm-oil company, is turning to rubber output after 
lower prices for its main product eroded earnings. Siat has prepared 
land in Nigeria and will start planting rubber there this year. The unit 
plans to have 10,000 ha planted by the end of the decade. A glut of 
palm oil and slowing economic growth among Asian and European 
buyers have weighed on prices since the start of last year. The unit 
intends to export most of its Nigerian rubber. The company has already 
produced rubber in Ivory Coast and Gabon. [Bloomberg 11/02/14]
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RUBBER

Kenya Steps Up Lobbying As COMESA 
Trade Deadline Nears Expiration
The Ministry of East African Affairs held a meeting with the Common Market for 
Eastern and Southern Africa [Comesa] over the progress of the local sugar 
industry just 3-weeks away before the expiry of trade safeguards granted to 
Kenya for the last decade. The Government is lobbying for a 1-year extension as it 
pursues privatisation local sugar mills. The 5-State-owned factories to be 
privatised include Nzoia Sugar Company, Sony Sugar Company, Chemelil Sugar 
Company, Muhoroni Sugar Company and Miwani. The protection Kenya has been 
enjoying since 2004 is expiring on February 28, 2014 after which sugar from other 
countries in the region will be allowed into the local market. [Standard Digital 09/02/14]
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Kenya produces 550,000 tonnes of sugar a year, but the government has failed to reform the sector and instead imposes 
high tariff and nontariff protection. Small-scale farmers who make up the backbone of a US$540m industry regularly sell 
their crops to impromptu roadside buyers  rather than honour contracts with millers who provide inputs in exchange for the 
crops they help finance. The practice sends up prices and goes by the name of ‘cane poaching’. For example Mumias Sugar 
Company, which processes 60% of the country’s production from more than 100,000 farmers, says it suffered pretax losses 
of US$26m last year as a result of the combined effect of illegal imports and poaching. 

The Kenyan sugar industry remains under global and regional threat according to the World Bank. The industry is highly 
inefficient, and only survives due to high tariff and nontariff protection. It costs at least twice as much to produce sugar in 
Kenya [at US$500 a tonne] as it does in neighbouring Tanzania and Uganda, as well as significant exporters Zambia, 
Swaziland and Egypt. The Kenya Institute for Public Policy Research says the average productivity per hectare in Kenya is 60 
tonnes, nearly half as much as Zambia [113 tonnes] and Malawi [105 tonnes]. Most farmers produce sugar from plots 
smaller than a hectare. 

There are also too many mills fighting for the same cane without any regulation. Five debt-laden, inefficient 
government-owned mills [of a total of 11 in Kenya] are due to be privatised as part of a wholesale reform of the sector, but 
the process is much delayed. Ecobank asks “What are they privatising? The machinery’s old and there are massive debts. 
No one has wanted to buy these sugar mills in years." 

Worse, a trading deadline from regional bloc the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa [COMESA] will expire in 
April, meaning Kenya will no longer be protected from what could be a flood of cheap imports from countries such as 
Malawi, Zambia and Mauritius. Given a global surplus, imports regularly undercut prices for Kenya’s domestically produced 
sugar. The East African hub economy is seeking a 2-year extension to the deadline, but it may be hard to achieve, as any 
further extension would be in violation of World Trade Organisation rules that permit a maximum of 10 years for special 
trade protection measures.

Meanwhile a series of smuggling networks from Somalia and the Middle East deliver ever-cheaper sugar that dodges 120% 
tax rates [a rate applicable to sugar imported from Dubai, for example]. Three large busts of illegally imported sugar in the 
past month alone was intended for repackaging. 

A belated government strategic master plan commits itself to a sector overhaul that still seems impossible to deliver. The 
Kenya Sugar Board will soon recommend adding new growing regions beyond western Kenya, but the shift could take years. 
Some greenfield projects are close to commissioning, such as the Kwale International Sugar Company, which will revive a 
1920s coastal plantation. Its US$200m processing facility, backed by Mauritius sugar miller Omnicane, is due to open later 
this year. [Black Sea Grain 12/02/14]

Kenya’s Sugar Industry At Risk
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MAURITIUS

ACP States Seek More Time To Complete Reforms On Sugar
Members of the African, Caribbean and Pacific [ACP] have expressed concerns on the elimination of European Union's sugar 
quotas scheduled for 2017 and called for additional time to complete their adjustment processes. Stakeholders have 
underscored the importance of regional integration in creating an enabling environment for economic growth and called for the 
harmonisation and rationalisation of regional integration processes, given the multiple and overlapping memberships of regional 
organisations, which could compromise the objective of integration. [African Manager 19/02/14]

MOROCCO

Morocco's Sweet Cane Industry
The investment arm of Morocco's royal family, Societe Nationale d'Inestissement [SNI], sold a 24.5% stake in Cosumar, its sole 
sugar supplier, to a group of local institutional investors as it moves to divest some of its extensive holdings. Cosumar is the sole 
operator in Morocco's sugar industry, and the 3rd-largest sugar producer in Africa with an installed production capacity of 1.6m 
tonnes p.a., still not enough to supply all of the domestic market. SNI, responding to protests against the monarchy's broad 
influence over the economy, is selling some of its interests to focus mostly on energy, mining, telecoms and tourism. The latest 
stake sale was SNI's second in Consumar, reducing its stake to 9%. More than 7-investors participated in the deal. SNI will sell 
the remaining 9% directly. SNI in 2013 sold 27.5% in Cosumar to Singapore's Wilmar International. [Albawaba 16/02/14]

NIGERIA

Dangote Sugar Poised For Increased Production
Nigeria’s top sugar refinery, Dangote Sugar Refinery, is making headway on its sugar backward integration project involving the 
acquisition of Savannah Sugar, a large-scale sugar cane plantation and processing company; an investment that cost the 
company over N12 billion [US$72.1m]. The company has attained a goal of increasing sugar production to 1.5 million tons p.a. 
Dangote Sugar  is making preparations to begin activities at other sites, beginning with Lau and Tau in Taraba state. Nigeria 
hopes to cease sugar imports by 2018. A ban on importation of sugar will position Dangote Sugar as the sole manufacturer and 
distributor of sugar in the country. Although this might translate to market share monopoly, it also presents an opportunity for 
other investors to enter into Nigeria’s sugar market. [Ventures 13/02/14]

SOUTH AFRICA

Street Crane Completes South African Project
Street Crane and its South African partner GM Technical Services [GMTS] have overcome a number of logistical hurdles to 
supply Illovo Sugar’s new 51,000sqm warehouse. The new facility is a combined initiative between Illovo and developer Collins 
Property Group with the operations outsourced to Barloworld Logistics, Illovo's logistics partner. The company is South Africa's 
leading sugar producer, supplying a raft of countries from the 170,000 tonne capacity facility. [Hoist 31/01/14]
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Nigeria’s Effective Implementation of 
Sugar Plan Will Boost the Economy
Recently, the federal government formulated the National Sugar Master Plan, which is a 10-year plan aimed 
boosting local production to 1.802 million MT of sugar. We interview the Executive Secretary of National 
Sugar Development Council, Dr. Abdulateef Busari. [This Day 04/02/14]

At what stage is the implementation of the National Sugar Master Plan?
The master plan will last for 10 years. Within the first year and for the first time, we were able to get the refineries to sign 
commitment with the federal government on their backward integration programme. The 3-refineries are Dangote Sugar 
Refinery, Bua Sugar Refinery and the Golden Sugar Refinery. This is a key strategy of the master plan as they will gradually 
replace the raw sugar they import with processed ones in their refineries. If they are able to implement the commitment they 
signed with the government, by 2018 they would be able to produce 700,000 tons of sugar locally. 

At the launch of the master plan, like everything new, the players and stakeholders were a bit apprehensive about the impact it 
was going to have on sugar prices. The refineries contend that if they have to import sugar at a very high tariff as found in the 
master plan, they are simply going to pass the cost on to the consumers. On the basis of that, government gave a transitional 
concession for 3-years that brought down the tariff. For the first time prices were reduced from the high of about N9, 000 to 
N10,000 per 50kg bag, to about N6, 000 and N7, 000. That is the lowest in the last 4-5 years. This helped reduce smuggling  
and increase refinery utilisation from 60 to 75%.

Over the year Dangote launched its own Master Plan under which it intends to invest US$2 billion with sugar projects in Kogi, 
Kwara, Jigawa, Adamawa, Sokoto and Taraba states. By 2020 it should be in a position to produce about 1.5 million MT of 
sugar. New entrants like the Greenfield project called Confluence Sugar located at Ibaji, Kogi State are cropping 37,000 ha to 
produce about 200,000 MT p.a. There is also Crystal Sugar Mills in Hadejia, Jigawa State; Golden Sugar in Sunti, Niger State; 
and Bua Sugar Refinery at Lafiagi, Kwara State. All of them are looking for new sites to set up new sugar projects.

What is the impact of the sugar master plan on the Nigerian economy?
It is still early yet to say what the impact would be. It is a 10-year journey and we have just covered one year. Essentially, what 
should be happening now, according to the master plan, is that you are out there looking for investors and the investors that 
would come in need to talk to their technical people and financiers as well as try to get land. All those preparations would have 
to take place within the first two years before you can start developing the field, get the nursery, get the cane seeds, plant 
them, begin to multiply them, order for your machineries, bring them in, install them. The earliest time you begin to see sugar 
will be between the first 4-5 years. 

What makes this master plan different from the previous ones?
The key difference is in the robust monitoring and evaluation, especially the plants that investors have submitted. It is this 
robust monitoring and evaluation work that shows that we are able to follow the various milestones and timelines.

In terms of quality, is the sugar produced in Nigeria comparable to the one 
produced abroad?
There is an international quality standard called International Commission on Uniform Method of Sugar Analysis [ICUMSA].. At 
the National Sugar Development Council and the Standards Organization of Nigeria we monitor the quality. Manufacturers 
require sugar of various ICUMSA standards. So, they talk to the producers and say we want this or that sugar and produce for 
them. The key thing is to ensure that substandard sugar does not get to the market. Nigeria is one of the very few countries in 
the world that fortifies sugar with vitamin A. All the refineries producing sugar in Nigeria comply with that standard.

Apart from Dangote, what other private investors are you working with to ensure the success of the master plan?
Flourmills has a plant in Sunti, Niger state and are planning other sites. We have Bua at lafiagi, new entrants include confluence 
sugar in Kogi state, also, crystal sugar being expanded by the Jigawa state government. Then we have a new one called honey 
gold which is going into partnership with some Brazilian technical partners. But Dangote is the market leader.

What do you foresee as constraints to the implementation of the master plan?
Political will - but we don't see this as a serious thing because that is why the sugar council is here. The political will is there 
and the administration of President Goodluck Jonathan is desirous of diversifying the economy by developing agriculture and 
industrial manufacturing. We need to attract investors as the government is not going financing sugar manufacturing. It tried 
before and didn't work. That is why it had to privatize the government-owned sugar companies. Insecurity could be one 
impediment o investment. Another serious constraint would be finance. The sugar industry is a highly capital-intensive industry. 

To implement the master plan; that is, to get Nigeria to produce about 1.8- 2 million MT of sugar annually, will cost about 
US$3.1 billion. However there are incentives such as 5-year tax holidays, zero duties on machineries, out grower support 
schemes up to 50% to attract investors. The market is also there. Not only 170 million people in Nigeria, but the West African 
sub-region which is close to about 300 million. 

Currently, Dangote exports its sugar to Ghana. So, any investor should see the advantage in the huge market, in the protection 
the master plan is offering and in the attraction and the incentives that are there. Few countries will give you return beyond 
15% , but Nigeria gives 25-30 % based on the investment and those are the things we hope to leverage on to get investors 
into the country.
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 11/02/14 [per kg] 04/02/14 [per kg] 
Best Broke Pekoe Ones [BP1s] $3.15-$4.13 $3.42-$4.41 
Best Brighter Pekoe Fanning Ones [PF1s] $2.30-$2.95 $2.50-$3.10 
Offered 153,181 packs weighing 9.7 million kg 125,207 packs weighing 7.95 million kg 
Unsold 13 % 23 % 
 

KENYA

Kenyan Tea Prices Fall
The highest price for top Kenyan tea slipped to US$4.13/kg at the 11/02 auction from US$4.41/kg previous week, Africa Tea 
Brokers [ATB]. Kenya is the world's leading exporter of black tea and the crop is a major foreign exchange earner. Buyers from 
Pakistan, Egypt, Yemen, Afghanistan bought more tea, while Kazakhstan, Russia and Iran bought lower amounts. Most of the tea 
sold at the Mombasa auction is from Kenya, but it also offers tea from Uganda, Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi and other regional 
producers. [Business Recorder 13/02/14]

RWANDA 

Tea Income Misses Government Estimates
The value of Rwanda’s tea exports fell to US$56m in 2013 from US$65m a year earlier as production dipped to 21,000 MT last 
year from 22,000 MT. Higher supplies at the regional Mombasa-based tea auction, where Rwanda channels 66% of its 
production, cut the price for exporters last year. Rwanda is Africa’s 6th-largest tea producer.  The board said in November it had 
lowered its 2013 outlook for earnings for tea to US$60m. [Bloomberg 19/02/14]
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GENERAL

Lacklustre EU Demand In 2014
There is unlikely to be any significant upturn in EU tropical hardwood trade in 2014. The continued sluggish pace of economic 
and construction activity and the low level of supply are likely to act as a significant brake on trade. The latest European 
Commission forecast is for 1.4% GDP growth across the EU during 2014, only a slight improvement on the 0% growth projected 
for 2013.

Forecasted growth in European construction output is no more than 0.9% in 2014 and 1.8% in 2015. Meanwhile, delivery times 
into the EU for key tropical hardwood products remain very lengthy. Delivery times for wood species from the Congo region are 
now up to 6-months. Delivery of standard specifications of sawn wawa from Ghana and sawn meranti from Malaysia are up to 
3-months. Strong demand for African sapele sawn wood is driving price rises to levels that European importers often find 
difficult to pass on to their customers. Importers report that FOB prices for FAS AD 52mm sapele lumber in standard lengths 
and widths now stand at between €650/cu.m and €680/cu.m, up from closer to €600 in mid-2013. These prices are not far 
short of those for sipo which have remained more stable at around €700/cu.m fob for non FSC-certified goods and up to 
€770/cu.m for FSC certified.

Prices for other key African wood species in the European market have been relatively more stable than those for sapele, but 
where there is movement it tends to be upwards. The FOB price for FAS AD 52 mm iroko sawn wood increased by around 
€30/cu.m in 2013 and now stands at around €650-700/cu.m fob for air dried and €750-800/cu.m for kiln dried. The FOB price 
for framire sawn wood is in the region of €500/cu.m fob. Wawa No. 1 c+s is selling for around €350/cu.m fob. Prices for Khaya 
sawn wood have been firming on the back of good US demand.

At this time of year, European importers would normally be stocking up large volumes of tropical hardwood decking profiles in 
preparation for the spring garden season. However, orders so far this year have been quite limited with many importers 
adopting a wait-and-see approach until there is clearer information about the volume of stocks left over from last season. Weak 
consumption in 2013 has meant there is a stock overhang. Uncertainty has also been created by several high-profile closures of 
distribution operations in Belgium and Netherlands. [ITTO 1-15/02/14]

Hints Of Weakening Demand In France Baffle Analysts
Producers report a few minor price changes due mainly to shifts in demand for individual species or specifications rather than 
any significant change in market conditions. However, demand from French importers has weakened but analysts are hard 
pressed to pinpoint the precise reason for this. The economy in France, while not strong, has not shown any particular 
weakness. It may be that some large infrastructure projects have been shelved or that work on these has been delayed. The 
indications are that the furniture and smaller carpentry businesses in France are reasonably busy satisfying the renovation 
market. [ITTO 1-15/02/14]

Shift To Alternatives And Substitutes
Producers are sensing some fundamental changes in species preferences and are detecting a trend towards the use of 
temperate hardwoods rather than tropical timbers. This change in taste has also been seen in the UK and other European 
countries but seems to have taken hold in wider markets. Compounding the concerns of tropical timber producers is the 
growing interest of consumers in substitute materials such as plastics for doors and window construction instead of the 
traditional wooden framing. [ITTO 1-15/02/14]

TIMBER
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EU Quiet, Asia And Middle East Markets Active
The current quiet market demand in Europe continues unchanged from January and 
this is expected to remain through until the end of Q1 and possibly well into April or 
May. On the other hand, West and Central African exporters report good steady 
business in the Middle East and also a discernable improvement in demand in Asian 
markets where purchases did not slow over the New Year period this year as much 
as in previous years. 

Demand for logs continues to be buoyant with okoume the market leader. There are 
reports of an upturn in sales okan and reports of tali prices firming, all of which is 
good news. Padouk prices continue to be rather volatile depending on whether or 
not buyers for India are in the market. Currently, padouk prices are easing. [ITTO 
1-15/02/14]

Producers Confident Of Medium Term Prospects
Producers appear reasonably confident that the current market stability will be 
maintained for the short to medium term but are expressing some concern over the 
slight downturn in orders for the French market. However, it is hard to see any 
resurgence in European demand for tropical timbers even over the longer term 
unless there is some serious and targeted promotion to retake market share from 
temperate timbers. There seems little immediate prospect in the markets of Spain 
and Greece, once major consumers of tropical timber and while the Italian market 
for some specific timbers has held up fairly well, even here uncertain economic 
conditions suggest a slowing of demand. [ITTO 1-15/02/14]

The Way Forward - Stimulate Demand In EU For Wider Range Of 
Species
African producers continue to report good levels of business especially with the 
Middle East and regional markets. The main problem for West African millers is 
securing sufficient logs to maintain production however, they appear confident of 
being able to live with the tighter controls imposed by forest authorities and to 
satisfy current demand. 

Market conditions in the EU are very quiet and the volumes being purchased are still 
at a low level in spite of some expansion of housing starts, notably in the UK. It is 
anticipated that the steady demand in the EU for the traditional special timbers such 
as iroko, aobe, sipo, sapele, dousie and wenge, for example, will be sustained but 
unlikely to expand significantly. Analysts say that the only immediate prospect for 
increased exports would be if a change could be brought about in European 
architectural and furniture fashions away from the common, plain lighter coloured 
woods, mainly from North America, to darker colour tropical timbers.

Middle East Home Owners Demand Quality Hardwoods With Top Class 
Finish
In contrast to the subdued market sentiment in the EU and US the vast Middle East 
market continues to be buoyant but West African suppliers face tough competition in 
these markets. Tropical hardwood utility timbers such as meranti and okoume are in 
steady demand but the list of species being imported into the region is very 
extensive extending to European beech from Germany and Romania, Scandinavian 
softwoods, to a variety of Brazilian specie and hardwoods from other South 
American suppliers. In recent years okoume has established a firm foothold in 
Middle East markets while meranti was slightly less popular until prices were 
reduced. 

Currently, some Middle East buyers are tending to, once more, favour okoume 
which may put pressure on meranti suppliers to adjust prices. Home owners in the 
Middle East are said to expect high quality and well finished hardwoods for doors 
and door frames as well as for trim and decorative features. The Middle East 
markets are highly competitive and the larger importers are prepared to distribute 
imported timber throughout the region with little concern for distances or cross 
border re-export issues; perhaps this explains why importers are very price 
sensitive. [ITTO 15-31/01/14]

ECOWAS/EU Free Trade Talks Resume
Talks have restarted on an Economic Partnership Agreement [EPA] between West 
African ECOWAS member countries and the European Union intended to create a 
free trade area. EPA negotiations were suspended in 2012 following divergence 
mainly over market access and the EPA Development Programme [EPADP], a 
dedicated funding programme to enable West Africa cope with the cost of 
adjustment to the impending trade regime. Initially, the West African negotiators 
had offered to open 60% of its market over 25 years, later revising this to 70% 
over the same period citing the need to protect the region’s fragile industrial base 
from cheaper goods from the EU. The EU has maintained its original position of an 
80% market opening over 15 years. [ITTO 15-31/01/14]
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ANGOLA

Angola To Supply The Italian Wood Market
Federlegnoarredo, an organization bringing together the Italian wood sector, is to sign an agreement with its Angolan 
counterpart to supply wood. The agreement will be effective from 2016. [Ecofin 17/02/14]

CAMEROON

Supply Problems Contribute To Declining EU Imports From Cameroon
Imports from Cameroon, the largest single tropical hardwood supplier to the EU [mainly of sawnwood], fell sharply in the nine 
months prior to February 2013 and remained at the relatively low average of around 65,000cu.m/month RWE during the rest of 
2013. This trend coincides with mounting supply problems in Cameroon, particularly of sapele, the most popular commercial 
species in Europe. Reports from traders suggest that harvesting in Cameroon in 2013 was concentrated in less accessible and 
remote areas which pushed up transport costs because of the distances involved. 

Logging Q4 2013 was further curtailed by a severe rainy season. The main port at Douala has suffered a series of problems 
leading to heavy congestion from vessels waiting to load and unload. Problems include faulty cranes, the need for dredging due 
to silt build-up, and mounting labour problems which culminated in a week-long strike by dock workers in December 2013. 
Meanwhile, European buyers have increasingly struggled to secure tropical hardwood supplies from Cameroon in the face of 
strong competition for the same raw materials from buyers elsewhere, notably China and the United States.

COTE D’IVOIRE

EU Imports Fall 
EU imports of tropical hardwood from Cote d’Ivoire fell to a low of only 15,000cu.m/month RWE in the 3-months to  February 
2013 as importers grew increasingly concerned about possible EUTR conformance issues. However, imports recovered to an 
average of 25,000cu.m/month RWE in the 3-months to November 2013 as importers grew more confident that the available 
legal documentation would stand up to EUTR scrutiny. EU imports from Ivory Coast also benefitted from slow recovery in 
demand for key species like framire and ayous in the UK and Italian markets during the second half of 2013.

GABON

Falling French Consumption Hits Exports From Gabon
Imports from Gabon during 2013 were impacted both by supply problems and changing consumption patterns in France where 
much of the wood is consumed. Government harvesting restrictions and other measures contributed to reduced log supply in 
Gabon during 2013. Meanwhile the French economy and construction activity dipped sharply in the first quarter of 2013 and 
imports of Gabonese hardwood fell accordingly. However, French market conditions stabilised to some extent from Q2 2013 
onwards. EU imports from Gabon were averaging around 40,000cu.m/month RWE for much of 2013.

GHANA

Latest Figures Show Growth In 2013 Timber Exports
The latest “Export of Wood Products Report” from the Timber Industry Development Division of the Ghana Forestry Commission 
reports earnings of approximately € 91.4 mil. from the export of 206,603 cu.m of wood products in the first 9- months of 2013. 

An increase in the value of exports of 32.5% and a 14.9% growth in the volume of exports compared to the same period in 
2012. The average FOB price in the first three quarters of 2013 increased to €442 per cu.m from €383 per cu.m January to 
September 2012, a 15% plus improvement. Sawnwood, boules, veneers and plywood were the main products exported and 
altogether contributed approximately €83.1m or 91% of the total export earnings. Export of poles [round wood and billets] 
earned about €2.0m slightly down on 2012 levels. Exports of mouldings, flooring, dowels and profile boards contributed around 
€6.3m for a volume of 11,239 cu.m to in the period January to September 2013. 

Europe was the major market for Ghana’s wood product exports, accounting for 48.5% of all exports in value terms. Markets in 
Africa took 75,500 cu.m for a value of €24.8m in the first three months of 2013. The overall share of markets in Africa grew by 
over 30% in the first three quarters of 2013 compared to the same period in 2102. The ECOWAS market [mainly Nigeria, Niger, 
Senegal, Burkina Faso, Togo, Benin and Mali] accounted for the bulk of Ghana‟s exports to African markets. [ITTO 15-31/01/14]

For more see: http://www.fcghana.org/assets/file/Publications/Industry_Trade/Export_Reports/year%202013/Sept_2013.pdf

Fuel Price Increases To Hit Timber Sector
The National Petroleum Authority [NPA] increased prices of petroleum products for the second time this year which is having a 
direct impact on the logging and wood processing industries. Petrol prices have increased 3% and diesel prices are up 3.3%.
Prices of petroleum products are reviewed by NPA fortnightly to reflect the prices of crude oil on the world market and current 
exchange rate. According to the Ghana Statistical Services, hikes in petroleum products prices contribute to Ghana‟s inflation 
which in December 2013 stood at 13.5%, up from the 13.2% in Nov.2013. [ITTO 1-15/02/14]
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MALAWI

President Asks Buyers For Better Price
President Joyce Banda has approached one of the country’s major tobacco buyers, Phillip Morris, to buy the Malawi leaf at a 
better price this year. Phillip Morris buys almost half of what Malawi puts on the tobacco market and has indicated that it will 
look into the issue. The 2014 tobacco crop season is expected to open in March. Experts have projected that Malawi will this 
year have an increase of 25% from last year’s crop. [NTA 20/02/14]

ZIMBABWE

China - Leading Tobacco Export Destination
China is the leading export destination for Zimbabwean tobacco for the 4th 
year running. Tobacco exports to China increased by 10 % to 60.3m kg last 
year while its market share was 39%. China has been a top importer of 
Zimbabwean tobacco since 2009. 

Significant exports also went to the Far East, which accounted for 47% of the market share with Indonesia and Hong Kong 
being the main buyers from that region. Although most countries and regions increased their imports, there was a slump in 
exports to the United Kingdom by close to 82%. As a result the EU market share marginally dropped by 1%. The drop in 
exports to the UK was, however, offset by an increase in exports to Belgium. Flue-cured tobacco exports increased by 18.2% 
last year to 153m kg grossing over US$877m. According to the Tobacco Industry and Marketing Board 74% of the exported 
crop was from last year. Exports for the 2012 crop were 24 % of total exports, while less than 2% of the crop was grown in 
2011 and 2010. Burley and Dark air tobacco exports jointly contributed close to 400,000kg. 

At least 51 countries bought tobacco from Zimbabwe last year compared to 52 in 2012. Meanwhile 9 merchants were issued 
permits to import more than 14.3m kg of flue-cured tobacco since beginning of the year. As at 31/12/13 approximately 13.9m 
kg had been received. [The Herald 30/01/14]

Country 2013 [million kg] 2012 [million kg] 
China 60.3 54.6 
Belgium 27.5 million kg 10.4 
South Africa 17.3 10.4 
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TOBACCO
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